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Main arguments 

The organic energy system posed limits to accessability of organic resources 
 
The full potential of organic resources only became available with the 
industrialization and the mineral energy system 
 
Coal in sweden was very closley linked to mechanisation by steam engines 
 
There is a dynamic between the organic and mineral energy system where 
both reinforces each other 
 



Sweden from a natural 
resource point of view 

Carl von Linneus: The wish to colonize 
inland Norrland 1732 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Poor in high yield agricultural landLead to: ow population density  Which is the flipside of  rich in forest and hydro resources. May look as a winning deal in the organic economy, Linneus. Iron ore in Nothern Sweden 1642



First attenmpts on steam 

The Dannemora Newcomen ”fire and air 
machine” of 1728  

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Mårten Triewald , Royal Board of Mining 1715: Neat machine. But consumed huge amounts of firewood. Facor of production missing is coal: not knowhow, economic motives



Sweden on steam 

• 1804 Samuel Owen 
• Engineering industries 
• Diffusion and formation of human capital,  
• Values; temperance 

• Railways 
• New organization, new state, new machines 

 

• Institutional embeddning of coal 
• Demand for coal was derived from demand for steam engines  

The Witch of Stockholm 1816 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Working for the british firm which constructed the first four watt type of engines bought to Sweden,. Business contacts wanted him to come along. Engineerning: Bolinder Munktell, Atlas Copco, Bourgois virtues, reenforcoing feedback with business and values. New state: borrowing on foreign financial markets, doing industrial policy modernizing away from the old miedelval. Coal comes into sweden from steam engines 



Firewood and coal: not close substitutes 

• The boiler capacity is 
affected by; 

• Rate at which fuel can be 
burned 

• At a given combustion area 
the fuels energy per volume 
is important 

• Most obvious with steam 
locomotives 



The Steam locomotive exemple 

• SJ Litt B (1909) 
• 100 - 120 kg coal for boiling 1 

kbm water to 1.2 bar pressure 
and 187 degrees C 

• Steam engine steam generating 
capacity is 9 tons of steam/hour 

• One ton of coal per hour 
• Fender capacity 6 tons of coal 

corresponding to 35 kbm of 
wood 



Fig 1. Swedish coal imports after sector of 
destination 1800-1913. Tons 
 
 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Benchmark of coal consumption by sector in 1913, Industry indicator: steam engine Hp, Gasworks: gas production; Transports: steamship tonnage, coal consumption in Railways



Firewood in the domestic sector 

• Very few sources: main issue did 
the per capita consumption 
decrease, anad did that release 
energy resources to other uses? 
 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Very few sources: Kander assumes marked efficieny gains and a drop from high levels of firewood consumption in the 19th century Through tile stoves. How important was the increased domestic energy efficiency? 



Fig 2. Domestic firewood consumption per capita 1805-1913. The possible 
scenarios. 

 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Conservative guess: per capita consumption is only affected by urbanisation, and regional distribution of populationGenersous: a lot of attention given to tile stoves and iron stoves. Higher thermal efficieny, yes, but did that lead to lower aggregated consumption? It could even had increased, since tile stoves were never used in kitchens, with the fireplace in 18th century houses were always in the kitchesn. 



Swedish wood consumption: 

 
Conservative guess: 

1840: around 12 mill kbm 
1890: around 30 mill kbm 

 
Generous guess: 

1840: around 16 mill kbm 
1890: around 33 mill kbm 

 
If NO fall in per capita consumption happened we 
get an approximation of the tile stove effect: 
1890:  around 55 mill kbm (as compared to today 70 
mill kbm) 

No big deal 

Is that likely?  
 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Cunterfactual; shows that there is   a huge amount of wood that is relased through the tile stoves. Almost the size of the whole forestry sector in 1890. Not only timber but also the amount of labour released must have been huge. 



The north is intergated in the market 

• Northern Sweden becomes 
intergated in the market 

• The timber frontier 
• A higher demand for sawn 

products leads to colonization of 
inland norrland, made possible by 
networks of food distribution 
established by the forest 
comapnies 

• Wage incomes important 
 

• The iron industry turns to coke  
• Happens only after 1905 

Sawmill fortunes materilizing in Stockholm 

Sawmill labourers in Sundsvall (around 1900) 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
inland northern swedish farmers in the late 19th century around 100 days/year. Sågverksindustrin i Sundsvall, a swedish Birmingham one can say. Bunsowska huset. The sawmills were increasingly steampowered, but used sawdust for fuel. If we conapre to our 1912 benchmark there is still one big consumer of coal left to explain: iron works. Had been on charcoal for centuries. Increased competition from british producers, leads to larger units in sweden, stagnating volumes and focus on high quality. 



Fig 3. Prices for different fuels and wood. Sweden 1866-1910. Grams of silver per MJ. 

 

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Only do this from 1866 because there are no earlier swedish coal prices. What is seen if prices are studied is: 1/ Coal is found somewhere between pine firewood and under birch firewood. Charcoal is also slightly more expensive than coal from 1880, but yet no dramatic changes. Instead it is from around 1890 that charcoal prices starts to increase. Why?  Two things: first industrialization increases wages, It apperas alternative labour for the cóalers. Since chacoal is more labour intensive that firewood, this drives the prices to some extent. More importanty is howerv the rise of pulp and paper industry. They demand the same dimensions as used for charcoal. Notice the difference between pine wood, logs that is, and pulp wood. This drives charcoal out of the system. New alternative uses. At the same time pulp is on coal: 30 percent of all manuf. Coal and 30% of all motive power in 1913. Pulp was both organic and mineral, and it drove iron manufacturing to coal, completeing the first wave of energy transition.



Conclusions 

The organic energy system posed limits to accessability of organic resources 
 
The full potential of organic resources only became available with the 
industrialization and the mineral energy system 
 
Coal in sweden was very closley linked to mechanisation by steam engines 
 
There is a dynamic between the organic and mineral energy system where 
both reinforces each other 
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